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About This Game

Immerse yourself in a spectacular luxury apartment full of magic for you to explore!

What wonders await you:

Soak-in the atmosphere of an aesthetically-beautiful environment that you'll never want to leave!

Experience "magical realism" with impossible animated events that you'll not soon forget!

Sit down and relax while enjoying videos on your massive flatscreen TV!

Pilot a miniature attack-helicopter or Sopwith Camel over tables and chairs!

Change furniture colors, artwork, and plants to your taste!

Listen to wonderful old-time music and radio dramas on your antique radio!

Explore a tropical aquarium in your own minisub!

Toggle between night and day with a single click!
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Race your toy car down the hall and through chair legs!

55 interactive objects in all!

If you enjoy this title, please check out VROOM: Galleon: http://store.steampowered.com/app/411690
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Title: VROOM: Aerie
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
VROOM
Publisher:
VROOM
Release Date: 13 May, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: Dual Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Pixel shader 3.0 compatible

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

Additional Notes: VR Headset: HTC Vive or Oculus Rift w/Steam VR

English
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vroom aerie

idlemastered. bout 8 hours.
actual playtime. 5hours

i'm going to go for a nice stroll. a nice walk. i'll come back 100+ hours later from the walk with a hand missing for some reason.

that's right. ITS A WALKING SIMULATOR GAME!?!

HOW DOES ONE DO THIS WITH A RPGMAKER GAME!?!

here's how they did it.

annoying constant go back and forth quests to progress the cutesy starcatcher movie robert D near O like story with hardly any
and easily avoidable combat.

hardly in 'chapter 3' or so because of it.

almost every other rpgmaker game has run mechanics since no one likes walking simulator games... usually. sadly this game is
stuck with the default walk like a snail speed.

typical rpgmaker combat. nothing special. one thing that was "special" is how you can't tell how much mana someone has. it's
just a blue bar that you notice going down! theres no counter to it unlike the health bar does!

annoying to farm mechanic. almost every enemy killed leaves a corpse for you to loot. individually. for a chance of maybe
money or whatever.

the music is great, some original, some of it is typical rpg maker music. at the least the cave musics. harsh fast string instruments
vibrating typical of rpgmaker cave areas.

creators woulda done great in germany 50+ years ago. first 3 playable characters are very light skinned blue eyed. hardly any
differences between them.

i'm tired of this game. if i want to walk i'll take my chiweenie outside. not on my computer.. I bought this a long time ago and
only had/took the time to toy around enough with it in the recent weeks. Gotta admit I regret waiting all this time!

Yes, I was repelled by Rytmik at first. Let's just say it's not the most intuitive software. It has a design on its own and doesn't
emulate other virtual composing softwares, so it looks pretty weird at first. It looks good but it doesn't look approachable.

Once you try digging in and spend an hour or two just testing stuff, you begin to discover this is a very high quality DAW when
compared to its very low price. It looks like it has just a few instruments at first, but when you play with the very powerful tools
available to modify each sound, that's when Rytmik becomes great. Browsing through the online cloud storage definitely proves
how versatile this software is.

Rytmik is especially awesome when it comes down to chiptune composition. It has a wide variety of old computer sounds you
hear in retro games. For those who are planning on making music for a game and don't have the money to buy expensive
software or hire a composer, I think this is the best thing you can find. You can even make sound effects rather easily.
Obviously, this is more for beginners than pros, but I think even pros will like the easy approach to chiptune it offers.

The cloud storage is a great addition. You can share your music and listen to each other's songs and rate them. The community is
very creative and there are tons of songs to listen to. You can even make collaborations with each other. Too bad there isn't a
way to know the names of all the people involved in the creation of a song, however. It would be nice to know who made an
original song which was later remixed by someone else because the uploader is always the only one who gets credit. This can
lead to some abuse in the rankings because some people will pretty much take an original unprotected song and copy it in the
cloud, basically claiming he/she made it. That's why I prefer to "lock" songs. You can still listen to locked songs but no one can
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modify/upload them besides you.

It also has a limited amount of tracks. While Rytmik actually has four tracks, you can work around it quite a bit by adding
multiple instruments on each track. I made pretty complex compositions so far and always found a way to work around the
limits of the software to get the sound I wanted, though. I wouldn't say it's a nuisance but it is an hindrance ( which is pretty
close but not quite as troublesome ).

The software manages many things other DAWs will let you control. You control the volume of each instrument and a few other
things, but that's about it. It's very basic. Mastering is pretty much nonexistent for the user, but the software will make your
songs sound good when you export your mp3/wav. I never got any clicks and pops even when exporting very loud songs. I guess
it is designed to correct little things like that.

There is a music visualisation thingy that moves according to the music. It seems to me like there's just not enough going on in
the screen. It makes your music look weak. It's lackluster compared to other softwares who do the same thing. Just a classic
sound bar would've been nice...

The DLCs are not extremely diverse. Rock has many guitars that can sound the same if you modify them a bit but they have
kickass drums and bass. I wish they would've added more strings and winds but other than that, it's not bad at all. Their DLCs
are not very expensive so just wait when it's on sale and buy the whole bundle. You won't regret it.. welp, looks like theres one
more thing i suck at. Kaiju Big Battel: Fighto Fantasy is a charming and lighthearted throwback to JRPGs of the past,
substituting swords and sorcery with the wonderful world of kaijus and wrestling. Kaiju Big Battel: Fighto Fantasy is a definite
recommendation to any fans of the JRPG genre.

With eight distinct party members, tons of sidequests to do, many enemies and bosses to face and countless NPCs to talk to and
plethora of puns, Kaiju Big Battel has a new surprise around every corner. Accompanying the gameplay is an absolutely bopping
soundtrack, pleasant pixel graphics and a whimsical tone that really ties everything together. Talking to every NPC and
inspecting every nook and cranny is rewarded with funny banter and the later areas in the game have some of the funniest
sequences of any game I've played.. Classic RPG which holds it's charm well after all of these years. Still one of my all-time
favorite. It's that good.

Pros
* Graphics still feel appropriate due to uprising of all of the pixel style games around these days
* Lot's of replayability due to:
** New Game+ mode
** 13 different endings
** Several dungeons with really good gear that only are accessible after beating the game a certain way
* Interesting variety amongst the characters you can have in your party, none of them feel like duplicates of another, and they
generally each bring something unique, especially when paired with different characters
* The dual tech (spells only available when certain two characters are used together in a party) and triple tech provides a lot of
variety and strategies for party composition
* Good variety of gear with various tradeoffs
* Amazing music. This can't be emphasized enough.
* Good variety of various areas and times
* PC game has all of the various additions of the other console editions, making it more or less the ultimate version
* Decent story. Not the best out there, but pretty good
* Fun gameplay
* Many, but not all trash mob fights can be avoided

Neutral
* IMO, best played on a controller - though there are a few occasional quirks with the controller that require the mouse

Cons
* No mini-map, or ability to access a map in most locations except for the overworld. Most of the time this doesn't matter
because most maps are not that complex, but it would have been helpful a few times
* Limited to 3 save games
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* Generally limited \/ controlled places for saving a game whereas most modern PC games allow you to save anywhere. There is
a resume feature that gets around this, but its effectively a single slot resume. Maybe I'm weird. I like being able to save
whenever and have a lot of slots for save games.
* When doing all of the various game endings, you have to reload back to a prior game save to continue doing more game
endings which wipes out the game win count. Fortunately Steam keeps track of your achievements correctly, even if the game
doesn't. Although doing what I did might be considered cheating by some people, but it sure saves a ton of time
* There are some "trash" battles you can't avoid which can get a little annoying when trying to beat all of the endings, as by that
point you are very high level and would prefer to just skip some battles.. I got this on sale and recently played The Chosen RPG.
While I have trouble calling this a separate / standalone game, I will call it addendum - since it provides a tidy conclusion to the
original's cliffhanger. I thoroughly enjoyed the original game... not so much with this addendum! I would not recommend this
on its own; only to follow The Chosen RPG.

I was not a fan of the changes to the battle interface, but I did think that the character clothing getting torn when damaged was a
neat feature.. Out of the best assassin/stealth games I've played, being Hitman Blood Money, Hitman Contracts and Splinter Cell
Chaos Theory, 'Death to Spies: Moment of Truth' is by far the leader and a must play for those who loved the Hitman Series,
but want a bit more of a challenge (plus more features).. This DLC is great!! Now we just need more tracks.
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Going to vote no on this one. Took all of 3 minutes to put me on a rope bridge above a huge chasm. VR easily triggers vertigo.
Not cool, not fun. You devs are going to have to realize this and take responsibility for your game design. We didnt buy it to
puke all night.. Abandoned game with bugs, that doesnt allow to play.. LOL, it's just a lame stock picture with pictures poorly
photoshopped on it.. Bootleg FNAF)
This game has horrible controls and long load times. What was supposed to be a jump scare death is a joke. This game is
overpriced and lacks any depth. The biggest pain in this game is the stupid flash light. waste of time and money. there are so
many good horror games out. This game is not one of them.. Wish I could leave a good review but I cant. Software crashes
every time I try to add an image larger than 1024X768. Its just not what is needed in todays world. There is no training or
information videos on how to use the software? Not even online can I find one video with a step by step process in any language
other than some elevator music playing in the background with other versions of NORMALIZATOR other than the one I
purchased. What can I say other than this seller just can not support the product. Its a million dollar idea with a 5 dollar manual.
Just dont have the time to guess how it works. Not worth 10 bucks... TL;DR (good deal of gameplay from free demo):
Mainlining is a fun adventure game with a clever and unique twist where you hack computers, websites, and other devices to
mine information on the different cases presented to you. The game doesn't hold your hand, so the cases can present a fun little
challenge beyond the first tutorial. Highly recommended! If you want to see a playthrough of the first (tutorial) case, check out
this video (Demo version):

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kek4zO0OF_8

FULL REVIEW: Mainlining, the point-and-click hacking adventure game, casts the player as an employee of MI7 in charge of
investigating various cyber-crimes and tracking suspects through electronic means. You are given tools (e.g., electronic trackers,
a simplified command-line, web browser, etc) in order to collect information, put together clues, and ultimately arrest the right
person.

There is a lot of unique gameplay in Mainlining since, unlike other adventure games, the puzzles and stories you try to untangle
are pieced together from short emails, blog posts, and other electronic files. The game does a good job of not holding your hand
(e.g., by telling you which sites to hack, etc) but does provide sufficient in-context clues so that the task isn’t impossible and/or a
guessing game. It’s also a game that very much should be played with a pen and paper handy because you’ll need to track which
websites/IP addresses you have collected, which you have hacked, which files you have or have not read or downloaded, and
which suspects you wish to pursue. Note that there IS a “notes” application (because the game looks like a computer desktop),
but that fills up quickly.

Overall, the game is challenging, unique, and very entertaining (it’s got a good self-aware/internet-aware sense of humor) while
still retaining the hallmarks of good adventure games: good story, good gameplay mechanics, and good pacing. I would
definitely recommend this game or, at the least, would suggest you check out the demo (which contains the first two cases from
the full game—and save files apparently carry over).. goodies are nice in all. This game could have been better if people actually
liked it and there was better developer support. The devs offered some patches here and there but since it never picked up a
community, the game died off quickly.

It's an arcadey flying game where you shoot everyone else's planes. Fun? For some people, prolly. For flight sim fans, prolly not.
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